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an electromagnetic switch, which we mostly used to switch the power supply automatically or
manually. In this post, I am sharing a simple 5 pin relay wiring diagram. Relay is available in
different shapes and types. These contacts are pin can 4, 5, 8, 11, 14, etc. But in all pins, we
have two for the coil. Where we provide the required ratting current. For example, if we have a
volt DCV relay. So we will provide the 12 volts DC Direct current to the relay coil. The other pin
or contacts called main contacts or switching contacts. In the relay switching pins are containscommon, NC normally open , NO normally close. A pin relay is SPDT relay, which means that
the contacts of relay single pole double throw. In single pole double throw relay, we have one
pin is common, 2nd are normally close and 3rd are normally open. Two pins for the coil. This
relay can be used for different types of controlling or switching. Such as for lights, fan, fuel
pump, etc. Here I showed the 5 pin relay diagram. In the above diagram, I have shown a single
pole double throw relay 5 pin relay. A relay can be used for different switching. Do control
electrical devices automatically then the relay is the best option. When we talk about the relay,
as I already told you that there are different types of the relay, for different works. But this post
is about the 5 pin relay. As I showed in the 5 pin relay diagram. As a single pole double throw
have. So when we talk about single pole double throw, it means that it has a common point, and
two other points NC and NO. So if want to switch something from a single pole double throw
relay, you need to use the common and other points. For example, if you need that switch off
the light bulb when the relay operates. Then you need to use a common and normally close pin.
And if want to switch on the light bulb then you need to use the common and normally open pin.
Here I have shown how to wire 5 pin relay for lights. In the below wiring diagram, I have shown
how to switch on lights when the relay operates, and how to switch off when the relay operates.
Same you can also use this relay for the fan, if you want to control or wire a fan with a relay you
can follow the same method. Note that you must provide the ratted voltage to the relay coil. If
your relay is 12 volts DCV. Then you mush provide the 12 volts DCV. The relay mostly used for
switching electronic devices in electronic circuits. The relay has contacts in which main
contacts are used to switches the circuit and contacts for the coil. A relay has a different trigger
voltage, the trigger voltage is the voltage in which relay coil operation works and change
normally close to open and normally open with close circuit. The trigger voltage can be different
like 3v, 5v, 12v, 24v, etc. In the below diagram, I have shown a relay that switches the load. A
switch can be a transistor or a microcontroller which performs the switching operation. A diode

is connected across the relay coil, this diode is called the Fly back diode. The purpose of the
diode is to protect the transistor or microcontroller from a high voltage spike that can be
produced by the relay coil. In the above single pole double through with fly back diode diagram,
I have shown ground is connected directly to load, and a positive voltage is connected to
common pin of relay and supply is goes through the normally open contacts. When relay
operates the common and NO will make a close circuit and positive supply is starts flowing to
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will it enable you to attain your desired outcomes more quickly, but also make the entire
process simpler for everybody. This book can show to be the perfect device for all individuals
who wish to produce a well-organized and well-planned operating surroundings. Wiring
Diagram comes with several easy to follow Wiring Diagram Guidelines. It is intended to help all
of the typical consumer in creating a proper system. These guidelines will probably be easy to
understand and implement. Using this guidebook, you may be capable to determine how every
element should be connected and also the exact steps you ought to consider to be able to
successfully complete a certain activity. Wiring Diagram includes numerous comprehensive
illustrations that show the relationship of varied things. It contains directions and diagrams for
different varieties of wiring strategies and other things like lights, windows, and so on. Each
and every one of those tips are illustrated with sensible illustrations. Wiring Diagram not just
gives detailed illustrations of everything you can do, but in addition the procedures you should
adhere to whilst performing so. Not only are you able to discover different diagrams, however
you also can get step-by-step instructions for a specific project or subject that you would wish
to know more details on. Furthermore, Wiring Diagram provides you with the time body during
which the projects are to become completed. You may be in a position to understand exactly if
the tasks ought to be finished, that makes it easier for you personally to effectively control your
time. Wiring diagram also provides beneficial ideas for tasks that may require some extra
equipment. This e-book even contains suggestions for extra materials that you may need to be
able to finish your tasks. Wiring Diagram contains both examples and step-by-step instructions
that would enable you to definitely actually develop your project. Wiring Diagrams are designed
to be easy to comprehend and easy to build. You can discover this manual easy to use and also
really inexpensive. You can always rely on Wiring Diagram being an crucial reference that will
enable you to preserve time and cash. Using the assist of the guide, you are able to easily do
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